The Style Invitational
WEK 85: PLAY MYTHFY FOR ME

The guy who plays Kramer on "Seinfeld" has a balloon heart. The transplantation was done several years ago but burst up because of fear of crossing animal rights activists.

One day about six years ago, before he was really popular, someone slipped Rush Limbaugh some LSD and he went on for hours rambling about how Hitler was still alive and Mexicans were descendants of Satan. Technicians quickly cut him off, but a tape is out there somewhere.

"Chuck Smith of Woodbridge" is a pseudonym for a famous, powerful politician in Washington who cannot politically risk being revealed as a devotee of totem humor. He is a very famous and powerful politician, if you get our drift.

This week's contest was suggested by Sarah Worcester of Bowie, who wins a Fighting Nun hand puppet. Sarah suggests coming up with new urban myths, those vaguely believable, wildly paranoid stories that circulate by word of mouth until they are greatly embellished, and then true. The Kentucky winner receives a pair of fabulous metal toys made in China, "Duck on Bike" and "Elephant on Bike," each featuring "Wind-Up Funny Action." These set for $35 apiece.

REPORT FROM WEEK 82
In which we asked you what is going on in these pictures.

Fourth Runner-Up: "Monkeys Meet Meerkat!" (Carlton B. Higbie, Higgie, Woodbridge)

Third Runner-Up: The Harrison Trust (Roy Higbie, Higgie, Woodbridge)

Second Runner-Up: "Deadly Beauty in the Big Apple" (Sarah Worcester, Bowie)

First Runner-Up: (Cartoon D)

Incapacitating politicians attempt to interview a random sapling. (Jessica Steinich, Washington)

And the winner of the Poor-o-Ween Herald: (Cartoon E) The night had turned cold, and Hillary was worried, so the U.S. Park Police tried to lure the president back into the house. (Eden Camarath, Laurel)

Honorable Mentions:
The spell wore off, and the Freg Prince was able to regain his original form in the barest nick of time. (Eden Camarath, Laurel)
9 p.m. 2, 4, 6, SE Felding (George Iason Alexander) sets a new waitress at the diner that she can carry on a platter.
Nothing else happens. (Joshua Rnee, Waynesville)

Like other condemned prisoners, Jeff Dahmer got in request a last meal (Ken Kaufman, Gettysburg; also, Paul Stryker, Olney)

Talkback '95 (Eden Camarath, Laurel)
Leprechaun, the composer of "Waltz" (Mark Roberts, Springfield)
It took a few times, but Dudley was soon learned to skin the tips of hoses at newsletter's plea. (Chuck Smith, Woodbridge)

Roy! This is harder than working on a tour boat. (Chuck Smith, Woodbridge)

Roger Clinton dreams he can play the piano as well as he can sing. (Lon Verrand, Alexandria)

Broadway's "Peter Pan Redux." (Leonard Greenberg, Sterling)

Joe misunderstood when his priest suggested he let the Mamas into his life. (Debrae Pipher, Arlington)

The world was not yet ready for a traffic-collides-with-flamingo novel. ("The Honeymooners," (Chuck Smith, Woodbridge)